ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Until recently, the study of evolution via phylogenetics has been limited to a static perspective, attempting to infer the distant past by observations of the present. In this context, the common ancestor of a set of sequences is so remote in time that the difference in sampling times provides little or no additional statistical information. The recent advent of inexpensive and rapid genome sequencing now * These authors contributed equally to this work. † To whom correspondence should be addressed.
makes it possible to monitor evolution on a time scale concomitant with the rate of such change ( (4)). In the important case of RNA virus evolution, samples made days or weeks apart may well have evolved substantial genomic differences. In this situation, sampling time provides information on the rate of the nucleotide substitution and, consequently, the phylogenetic relationships among taxa.
We hence distinguish between isochronous nucleotide sequences, where either all samples have the same date or the difference between dates is irrelevant to the evolutionary situation under consideration, and heterochronous nucleotide sequences, where sampling time provides information on the rate of nucleotide substitution. The development of techniques to infer phylogenies and estimates of the rate of nucleotide substitution from heterochronous data sets promises to substantially extend knowledge of inter-and intra-host RNA virus evolution, human archaeology, and the process of speciation ( (4)). In the case of RNA viruses, comparisons of the rates of evolution across different hosts may provide insight into the dynamics of periodic epidemics ((9)).
Methods for analyzing heterochronous sequence data are only beginning to become available. Thus far, two programs have been introduced for simultaneously estimating the rate of nucleotide substitution per site and constructing a phylogenetic tree from such data: PEBBLE (V1.0, (3)) and BEAST (V1.0, (6) ). Several additional methods can provide estimates of the rate of nucleotide substitution per site given a user-defined tree topology ((20; 23) ).
In order to make any calculation of the rate of nucleotide substitution mathematically tractable, all methods rely on some version of the molecular clock assumption (MCA). Generally, the MCA provides an explicit functional or statistical relationship between time and the frequency of nucleotide alterations ( (8)). Most commonly the association is assumed to be constant, as it is in TREBLE. Recently several programs including BEAST (V1.3, (6)) and r8s ( (23)) have implemented capacities to estimate the rate of nucleotide substitution under a relaxed molecular clock model via the assumption of a prior distribution of rates along branches. In either its relaxed or strict formulation, the MCA induces a zerothorder approximation of the dynamic evolutionary process, taking the rate or rate process to be constant over the tree.
Here the authors present a new method for analyzing heterochronous sequence data, Tree and Rate Estimation By Local Evalutation (TREBLE), an extremely computationally efficient procedure that utilizes an inherent geometry arising from the Associate Editor: Joaquin Dopazo application of the MCA to heterochronous sequences. Using triplets of sequences, TREBLE calculates the appropriate topology for the set. As the sampling times are known, the topology enforces specific ratios between the pairwise distances among the sequences that are then used to calculate the rate of nucleotide substitution for that set. Using this solution, the probability of a misspecified topology is calculated and only those triplets above a given threshold are included for further calculation. A variance weighting is then used to integrate these local calculations into a global estimate of the rate of substitution. Finally, a bootstrap is applied to produce confidence intervals on the estimate. The computational efficiency of the algorithm results from the use of rate estimates derived from heterochronous triplets of sequences and the corresponding absence of other costly parameter estimations.
Simulation studies show that TREBLE's estimations of the rate of nucleotide substitution and phylogeny are comparable with those provided by the best available methods. The phylogenetic trees produced are significantly improved over the other distance matrix method (PEBBLE) but still substantially less accurate than the Bayesian algorithm (BEAST). In terms of computational time, TREBLE represents a substantial improvement of at least 3 orders of magnitude over the next fastest method. Applied to real data sets of dated Dengue, SARS and influenza A gene sequences, TREBLE provides estimates for the rate of nucleotide substitution nearly identical with those provided by other methods and estimates of the time of most recent common ancestors consistent with observation.
In Section 2, we will review the mathematical framework and assumptions used in the algorithm. Section 3 presents the structure and implementation of the algorithm itself. Section 4 lays out the selection of real and simulated data, comparison of results of the simulations studies with three other algorithms and results of the real sequence data examples. Finally, section 5 summarizes the conclusions and details possible extensions of the algorithm and future directions for research.
NOTATION AND MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
Consider a set of n aligned nucleotide sequences, S = {s i : i = 1, · · · , n}, each with m aligned base pairs, sampled at possibly distinct times {t i : i = 1, · · · , n}. In order to determine an appropriate Markovian model of evolution, we apply the statistics developed by Rzhetsky and Nei to the ensemble of S, yielding an infinitesimal transition matrix of one of the standard models ( (22)) such as Jukes-Cantor ( (11)). This matrix together with any pair of sequences (s i , s j ) allows an estimate of the number of substitutions between them,Kij, via the equations developed by Li and Gu (1995) . For the Jukes-Cantor model, parameterized by D s ij (the observed proportion of substitutions between sequences si and sj) the branch length between them is given bŷ
These values are referred to as the distance between sequences, although they can lack metric properties. The rate of nucleotide substitution, p, is taken to be the expected number of base pair changes per site per unit of time. For brevity, p is referred to as the rate. For an evolutionary situation modeled by a Markov process of nucleotide substitution, necessarily p ≥ Figure 1 (a). Here the molecular clock assumption (MCA) is taken to mean that p is constant over a given set of sequences. This statement of the MCA is common, although it is more restrictive than some recent work ((23), (4), (5) ). Applied to a pair of sequences, this formulation enforces a geometric relationship between the number of base pair substitutions per site between two sequences and the total amount of time of their independent evolution. This is neatly summarized in the equation:
where ij is the error associated with the estimateK ij . For most of the equations below this value is treated as negligible. p ij is subscripted by the sequence numbers to indicate that the MCA only applies to the pair (s i , s j ).
As τij and pij are unknown, Equation 1 has no definite solution. In the general case, with no knowledge of the topology of sequence divergence, such a system has n equations and n + 1 unknowns and so is underdetermined. In the case where n = 3, the introduction of topological information makes the system complete. Considering a triplet of sequences (si, sj, s k ) sampled at corresponding times (t i , t j , t k ) with topology as given in Figure 1 (b) yields the solution:
whereτ denotes an estimate of τ . The topology necessary for such a solution is not known a priori and so must be constructed, the technique for which will be detailed below. It is also important to note that considering a larger number of taxa (i.e. n > 3) together with topological information will make a system analogous to Equation 2 overdetermined and as such will require approximate methods. The non-normality of the errors and the involved correlation structure make such approximations mathematically complex ( (10)).
As can be seen in Equation 2, the estimate of the rate of nucleotide subsitution depends only on the time values of sequences i and j. This pair of sequences is thus known as the informative pair. The remaining sequence k is called the outgroup, as shown in Figure  1 (b). As the calculation yields an estimate of some true p, we writê p. Given the local application of the MCA, for an informative pair (i, j) and outgroup k we writep
There are several identified sources of error that cause deviation of the estimatesp k ij from the global rate even in the presence of the molecular clock: natural (i.e. statistical) fluctuations; misspecification of the triplet topology; misspecification of the number of substitutions arising from poor alignment; and variance in the estimate itself. The first sort of error is inherent to the process under observation. Alignment uncertainty is left untreated for the purposes of this paper. TREBLE attempts to increase the accuracy of the estimates by limiting the remaining forms of error. Variance in the estimates is minimized by a weighting scheme similar to iterative reweighted least squares ( (10)). Errors from misspecification of topology are reduced by selecting triplets that have a set probability of having been correctly assigned a topology, as will be shown below.
Again using Equation 2, the variance of the rate estimate can be calculated. According to ((22) ), the covariance between the distances for sequences i and k and sequences j and k is given by
whereK ik,jk is the length of branches that are shared by the path connecting sequences i and k and the path connecting sequences j and k . For the triplet shown in Figure 1 (b), this becomes
where l (i.e. the inferred node corresponding to τ ij in Figure 1 (b)) is the divergence point of sequences i and j. Further note that, following Rzhetsky and Nei (1995) , var(K ij ) is known analytically for most common models of evolution.
Note that the resultant variance calculation is independent of the outgroup and hence is identical for all triplets with the same informative pair.
In order to limit the error resulting from misspecified topologies, only those triplets with a unique solution to Equation 2 are considered. To further limit such error, we impose the constraint onK jk thatp (6) and a corresponding constraint on ik − ij . Here denotes, as noted above, the normally distributed ( (19)) error of the observation K from the true number of substitutions. This constraint follows from Equation 1 after substituting the globally calculatedp for the random variable p. Geometrically, this is equivalent to assuming that half the distance between the two τ 's is greater than zero. The errors have zero expectation and, consequently, so does their difference. The variance of their difference is given, as above, by
A similar result is given for var( ik − ij ). Utilizing the userdefined confidence level α and passing to the asymptotic normal approximation, there is a 1−α probability that the assumption stated in Equation 6 is true if
where Z α is the corresponding one-tailed normal statistic. A corresponding constraint onK jk is also provided. The right-hand side of Equation (7) will be referred to as the noise threshold. 2. Using the global rate, the noise threshold is applied to each triplet. Those outgroups that do not exceed the noise threshold are removed. The rate for each informative pair is then recalculated.
ALGORITHM

3.
A new global rate is calculated and compared with the rate obtained at the previous step. If they differ beyond a certain threshold, steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the rate is fixed.
4.
A bootstrap calculation is performed to obtain the confidence interval for the estimated rate.
5. The rooted phylogenetic tree is reconstructed via an UPGMAlike algorithm.
In the first step, the same procedure is performed for each of thè n 2´i nformative pairs of sequences. For a given pair (s i , s j ), each of the (n−2) possible outgroup sequences is considered. An additional criterion thatK ik ≥K ij andK jk ≥K ij is used to determine valid outgroup sequences to be retained. Let Aij be the set of remaining outgroups for the informative pair (si, sj). The averaged rate for the informative pair is calculated aŝ
Eachp ij is associated with the variance calculation in Equation 2 and weights are set such that wij = 1 var(p ij ) for each distinct pair (i, j). With the weighting, TREBLE then calculates the first global estimate of the rate of nucleotide substitution per site:
. Only those outgroups with statistics exceeding the noise threshold are retained, and the rate for each informative pair is recalculated. In the third step, a new global rate is calculated. If it differs from the rate previously obtained by more than the user-defined threshold, a new calculation of the noise threshold is made. The process repeats until the global rate is fixed or begins to oscillate among a finite number of values. For the latter case, the global rate is set as the average of these values.
Then confidence intervals are placed onp (and, consequently, on the date of the MRCA) by use of a bootstrap algorithm ( (7))with a user-defined number of replications in which nucleotides are sampled from the observed data set with replacement. A samplep is calculated from this set and confidence intervals are constructed from the distribution of these samples.
In the final step,p is then used to construct the phylogenetic relationships among the n sequences. As there are n tips, the construction of n−1 interval nodes is necessary for the construction of the full phylogeny. For each pair of sequences s i and s j ,p is used to establish their divergence time,τ ij . Given Equation 1 and p, this calculation is direct. A new node is then placed at their divergence time. Taking the node atτ ij to be a tip replacing s i and sj, there are then n − 1 remaining tips. The algorithm then proceeds to establish the divergence time between this node and the sequence nearest in distance. This process is repeated until only one tip remains. This algorithm is identical to UPGMA ((24)) except that it starts with the latest divergence node instead of beginning with the smallest pairwise distance. We observed no significant difference between this algorithm and other distance matrix methods, provided distances were converted to time units. Implementation: TREBLE was implemented in C++ as an executable file. All simulations and tests were run on a Linux operating system (kernel 2.4.20) with an Intel Pentium IV 2.4 GHz processor. Output: TREBLE returns the final estimatep as well as the time necessary for its calculation in seconds. The constructed phylogenetic tree is stored in a user-specified file in Newick format. The bootstrap distribution is saved as a text file. Users can also specify file output for distance and variance matrices.
RESULTS
Real Sequence Data Selection
The real data sets analyzed in this study were taken from the literature or selected from sequence databases. The SARS and Dengue data were downloaded from the GenBank. The first, previously analyzed by the Chinese SARS Molecular Epidemiology Consortium ( (17)), contains six sequences of the SARS genome. The second viral data set consists of 17 envelope gene sequences from Dengue virus serotype 4 (Dengue-4) ( (15)) and was also downloaded from the GenBank. This data was previously used in the paper introducing TipDate. The final example comprises 197 sequences of influenza A H3N2 hemagglutinin genes downloaded from the Los Alamos Influenza Sequence Database ( (18)). For all these sets, α was set to 0.5.
Generation of Simulated Sequences
For the MCA simulated data, a set of heterochronous trees was generated by reassorting randomly the branch lengths of the trees created from a random tree generating program ( (12)) and then imposing a uniform time scale. The nucleotide sequences were then generated by SeqGen (V1.25, (21)). Fifteen trees of 15 taxa were generated and five trees each of 30, 60 and 100 taxa. Each sequence contained 2000 nucleotides. For the test of the bootstrap error rate, 1000 trees of 50 taxa were generated. Again, sequences were 2000 nucleotides in length. For all trees, a strict molecular clock was assumed and the rate of substitution was set to 3.0 × 10 −4 base pair changes per site per unit time. For all simulated tests with TREBLE, α was set to 0.2.
Two data sets were generated to simulate situations where the MCA fails. For the first set, two randomly generated 100 taxa were simulated under the MCA and then partitioned in the following way: each 2000 nucleotide sequence was divided into 200 nucleotide sequences, creating 10 trees with identical topology. Following Equation 8 below, the statistical fluctuations are now on the same order as the rate estimates. In the second data set, nine 40 taxa trees were randomly generated with approximately half of the tree simulated under one rate value and the remaining half under another value. One value was always 3.0 × 10 −4 substitutions per site per unit time (s/s/ut). The other value ranged discretely over 3.3 × 10 −4 , 3.6 × 10 −4 and 3.9 × 10 −4 s/s/ut. No tree was evenly split between the two rates. Three simulated data sets were generated for each rate partition, for a total of 27 simulated trees. Here also, α was set to 0.2.
Comparison of TREBLE with BEAST, PEBBLE and TipDate
Of the several programs in use for rate and tree estimation on heterochronous sequence data, we have chosen three that we feel represent the primary methodologies: TipDate, employing a maximum likelihood method; BEAST, a Bayesian approach employing a MCMC algorithm; and PEBBLE, which utilizes a distance-matrix method coupled with a parameterized estimation of branch lengths. PEBBLE and BEAST produce estimates both of the rate and of the tree. TipDate requires a user-defined tree and does not produce an independent phylogenetic construction. All methods were applied to all trees. TipDate, a maximum likelihood method, did not converge for the 100 taxa examples and provided spurious calculations of its running time for sets of 60 taxa.
As can be seen in Table 1 and Figure 3 , TREBLE performs similarly to the best of currently available methods in its point estimation of the rate of nucleotide substitution. In all cases TREBLE produces point estimates extremely close to the simulated values of the rates and the second most consistent topological constructions after BEAST. TREBLE also produces confidence intervals that are comparable with those from either BEAST or TipDate. TREBLE performance in topological reconstruction is improved over the other distance method, although it is less accurate than the Bayesian method. In Table 2 , the average symmetric distance index (SDI) is provided for each number of taxa and each method. For BEAST produces the lowest and hence most precise scores for small numbers of taxa, although TREBLE performs well given its use of a distance method for constructing the tree topology. Figure 2 compares the average run-time for the four applied methods for each number of taxa. In terms of computational efficiency, TREBLE exceeds BEAST by more than four orders of magnitude. In the 100 taxa case, total computational time does not exceed 2 seconds, which is over 30,000 times faster than BEAST. For comparison, a list which includes the effective sample size of each run of BEAST is provided in the Supplementary Information.
The Jukes-Cantor model is overly simplistic relative to the evolutionary processes under consideration. However, with simulations under the F84 model ( (8)) of nucleotide substitution TREBLE yielded similar levels of accuracy. For 5 trees of 100 taxa simulated under F84, the mean error in rate estimation was 8.34%±4.96% with a mean symmetric distance index of 38±10.5.
To ascertain the rate of error from the bootstrap confidence intervals, we ran TREBLE on 1000 simulated trees, each with 50 taxa. For each tree two hundred bootstrap iterations were performed. For a 95% confidence interval, this resulted in a 7.25% rate of false positives, where the true (simulated) value fell outside the calculated interval. Kimura's 2-parameter model was used to calculate pairwise distances for the data set. Applying TREBLE to these sequences yielded a global rate of substitution of 8.55 × 10 −6 substitutions per site per year (s/s/yr) with a 95% confidence interval of (2.06 × 10 −6 , 1.54 × 10 −5 ) s/s/yr. The resultant phylogenetic tree is included in Figure 4 (2)).
Application to Viral Sequence Data
The second viral data set considered consists of 17 gene sequences coding for the envelope protein of the Dengue virus serotype 4 that have been obtained from samples isolated between 1956 and 1994 ( (15)). This data has been previously used in the paper introducing TipDate ( (20)).
We applied TREBLE to the Dengue subtype-4 data and, to establish a correspondence with TipDate, set the evolutionary model to HKY ( (14)). TREBLE estimated the rate as 8.55 × 10 −4 s/s/yr with a 95% confidence interval of (6.61 × 10 −4 , 1.13 × 10 −4 ) s/s/yr. The phylogenetic tree constructed is presented in Figure 5 . The MRCA is estimated to be 1931 with a confidence interval of (1910, 1941) . Similarly, BEAST yielded a rate of substitution of 8.14 × 10 −4 s/s/yr with a 95% credible interval of (6.17 × 10 −4 , 1.01 × 10 −3 ) s/s/yr and a MRCA at 1926 MRCA at (1913 MRCA at , 1937 . The phylogenetic tree constructed is presented in Figure 5 .
TREBLE's estimation of substitution rate is in close agreement with that provided by TipDate. TipDate gives the substitution rate as 7.91 × 10 −4 s/s/yr with an 95% confidence interval of (6.07 × 10 −4 , 9.86 × 10 −4 ) s/s/yr. For the third set of 197 sequences of influenza A H3N2 hemagglutinin gene, BEAST and TREBLE were both applied using the HKY model of nucleotide substitution. Due to alignment considerations, only the base pairs 78-1061 were used for calculation. TREBLE's rate calculations varied little using either full or restricted alignment; BEAST had difficulty converging in the former case. TREBLE yields an estimate of the rate of nucleotide substitution as 4.014 × 10 −3 s/s/yr. with a confidence interval of (3.10 × 10 −3 , 4.453 × 10 −3 ) s/s/yr. The inferred MRCA is set at November, 1965, with confidence interval from January, 1965 to May, 1966, which is highly consistent with the observed emergence of the H3N2 influenza A strain in the "Hong Kong Flu" pandemic of 1966-67 ( (1)). BEAST's calculations lead to an estimated rate of 4.1043 × 10 −3 s/s/yr with a credible interval of (3.775 × 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 New 
Performance in the Absence of a Molecular Clock
In order to examine the performance of TREBLE in a non-clock environment, we ran two simulation studies on the two non-MCA data sets described in Section 4.2. For all non-MCA simulations α = 0.2.
For the first data set we found that the introduction of additional noise substantially raises the sampling variance of the estimates but does not increase bias. For example, in the study under the MCA presented above for 100 taxa trees the mean percentage deviation was approximately 6.5%, while in this study the value was about 14.8%. This is a relatively small increase given a tenfold reduction in observed data. The estimates appear also to be distributed evenly around the simulated value for substitution rate. This gives evidence that under the molecular clock, even in the presence of overwhelming noise, TREBLE makes unbiased (although increasingly variable) estimates of the rate of nucleotide substitution.
When TREBLE is applied to the second data set the bias increases with both the difference in size of the partitions and the difference between the simulated rates. With α = 0.2, we observe that TREBLE tends to bias its estimate of the rate of nucleotide substitution towards the rate of the larger set of taxa (see Supplementary Information). As the difference between the rate of the two partitions increases, so too does this bias. This is a product of noise threshold filter.
TREBLE allows for setting α to a range of values. The imposition of the noise threshold and the corresponding bias in non-clock-like evolutionary situations can be alleviated by setting α = 0.5. In this situation, TREBLE does produce a true zeroth-order approximation of the system, averaging the sampled triplets evenly over the tree without bias. However, the variance on these estimates increases noticeably. It is difficult for us to quantify this increase, as it varies for different distributions of the substitution rate across the tree. For comparison, in the case of the strict molecular clock simulations for 100 taxa trees the sampled variance grows from 6.5% to 12%. In the case of the Dengue data presented above, varying the values of α had less than a 5% effect on the rate point estimate.
DISCUSSION
TREBLE provides a new methodology for estimating the rate of nucleotide substitution and phylogenies that exploits a geometric relationship imposed by the MCA applied to serially sampled sequences. TREBLE's ability to compute the rate of substitution and the phylogenetic tree black is comparable with that of the best available algorithms. In all cases, TREBLE presents a vast improvement in computational efficiency and hence also provides a substantial improvement for calculations on large phylogenies. The maximum number of sequences that can be handled by TREBLE is not known but is likely on the order of thousands. TREBLE provides rooted trees naturally produced from the time sampling of the data. It also provides high accuracy estimates of the rate of nucleotide substitution for both small and large number of taxa, as exemplified above.
As outlined in the algorithm section, TREBLE is only appropriate for heterochronous sequence data sets, that is, only data in which the sampling times vary. The relationship between the accuracy of the TREBLE estimate, the number of nucleotide sites, and the sampling interval,T (i.e. the total time of evolution on a particular phylogeny) can be provided via Equation 2 , showing that
Currently the TREBLE algorithm only provides confidence intervals on the estimated rate of nucleotide substitution, giving no indication of posterior support of the computed phylogeny. However, users can quantize such variation by using the outputted trees from the rate bootstrap and applying available tree distance measure programs. TREBLE's current use of a UPGMA-like algorithm can be extended to a more flexible and robust treereconstruction algorithm.
The accuracy and computational efficiency of the algorithm result from the novel utilization of a geometric interpretation of the MCA applied to triplets of sequences that are sampled at distinct points in time. The simultaneous ascertainment of the topology and the rate of nucleotide substitution results from the enforcement via the staggered time sampling of a set of relationships between the pairwise distance among the sequences. Hence, it is the heterogeneity of time sampling coupled with the MCA that allows this increase in accuracy and computational speed by trading robust local calculations for costly and inefficient parameter estimations. This previously unnoticed aspect of heterochronous sequence sets suggests that isochronous rate estimation is a special case of heterochronous estimations.
In order to improve the accuracy of TREBLE, greater understanding of the statistical structure of heterochronous trees is necessary. Most saliently, the effect of misspecification of topology on the estimatesp k ij appears to limit the accuracy of global calculation. In a related problem, the distribution of estimatesp k ij also appears to reflect the topological structure of the phylogenetic relationships. Establishing more precise understanding of these statistical and mathematical foundational elements will likely yield even more powerful and robust methods of rate and tree estimation.
TREBLE's power to make precise evolutionary inferences will be further maximized by coupling the algorithm with Bayesian methodologies for hierarchical clustering and with hidden Markov models of the state/condition of internal nodes ((25)). The former provides for the rigorous construction of "super" trees consistent across multipartite data (e.g. multiple genes). The latter allows the assignment to each internal node posterior probabilities of different states, as for example, treatment status or host physiology.
By subdividing genes into minimal windows as determined by Equation 8 and repeatedly applying TREBLE, a "slidingwindow" profile of the rate of substitution within each gene can be constructed. Coupled with an evolutionary model measuring the rate of synonymous and nonsynonymous mutations, this profile provides a quantitative picture of the genomic location of evolutionary pressure. Such profiles may present important distinctions in evolutionary pressure in zoonotic pathogens such as influenza that cycle through several host species.
